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EXTERNAL DOSE CONVERSION FACTORS FROM FINITE AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVE PLUMESa Michael H. Momeni Office of Mitigation and Response Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety 1035 Outer Park Drive Springfield, Illinois 62704 E-mail: [email protected] SUMMARY Limitations of semi-infinite model for estimation of external dose from an elevated release radioactive material into the atmosphere were investigated. External doses were calculated using discrete point approximation and Monte Carlo simulation techniques. The doses as a function of gamma radiation energy and plume sizes were calculated and compared with the doses calculated using semi-infinite plume model. The data indicates that a semi-infinite model would significantly over estimate the doses at distances close to the site of release. I. INTRODUCTION External exposure during the early phase of a nuclear reactor accident is a significant part of the radiation dose. Generally, the external dose from each radionuclide is calculated from a groundlevel average airborne concentration and a semi-infinite dose conversion factor from beta and gamma radiation. The semi-infinite dose conversion factors are calculated assuming an infinitehomogeneous distribution of the radionuclides in air. Whereas, the dimensions of a real plume are finite and the distribution of radioactivity within the plume is non-homogeneous. For an elevated plume, the concentration at the ground level could be zero, whereas, the dose from gamma radiation would not be zero.



Both beta and gamma radiation could contribute to the external dose. Beta radiation contributes to the dose generally within a tissue depth of less than 1000 µm. For 135Xe and 134Cs, including all of 1



the daughter radionuclides, based on data reported by Kocher , the ratios of beta doses to gamma doses for the skin are 5.3 and 0.2, respectively. For a finite elevated plume, the dose from beta radiation could be zero.



In this paper, progress in defining limitations of semi-infinite plume dose rates conversion factors 2



are reported. Dose-conversion factors were estimated using SkyDose code and Monte Carlo a
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simulation using MCNP3 code. These factors were compared with the values estimated using a semi-infinite plume model. Among the parameters selected were plume dimensions and the distances to receptors. For each plume size, a dose-rate spatial distribution as a function of gamma radiation energy was generated. II. SkyDose Finite-Plume External Dose Model SkyDose computer code is a discrete point approximation model using either a truncated conical or a cylindrical shape plume. The airborne material within this volume is distributed as a function of three-dimensional Gaussian probability space. The material in a horizontal and vertical planes are distributed by the standard deviations of the atmospheric turbulence (s), s y and s z, respectively.



The airborne radioactive plume is divided into horizontal (cylindrical geometry), or vertical (truncated conical geometry) disks. Each disk is subdivided into cells by radial and angular divisions. The radioactivity in each cell is estimated from distribution of mass in the entire source space.



Gamma radiation energy and the absolute intensity from each radionuclide in the library of SkyDose were extracted from DOE4 radioactive decay data tables. For these analyses, the energy from each radionuclide was tallied into energy bins with lower boundaries: 25, 50, 75, 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000 keV. The external dose at any point on the ground was calculated from each cell of the source, energy, photon intensity, mass energy absorption coefficient of tissue, total air attenuation coefficient, and radiation buildup factors. Dose Rates Figure 1 shows a distribution dose rates from



135



Xe on the ground, (x,y,0) plane. The data



indicates, as expected for a cylindrical geometry, symmetrical distribution of dose rates about the Z-axis. Table 1 lists the average whole body dose rates at the origin of the coordinate system from 133Xe, 135Xe, 131I, 134Cs, and 137Cs. A, B, and C codes in the Table 1 refer to, respectively, the center of the plume at 50, 100, 150, and 250 m above the ground. The numbers 1 through 3 refer to s y equal to 50 m, 250 m and 800 m, respectively.



SkyDose: Xe-135 Dose Rate (Rem/hr)
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Figure 1. Distribution of Dose Rate about the Z-axis (s z = 50 m) Table1. Finite Plume Dose Rates Relative to Semi-Infinite Dose Rates (s z = 50 m) __________________________________________________________________ Code



Xe-133



Xe-135



I-131



Cs-134



Cs-137



1A 1B 1C



4.12E-01 4.52E-01 6.61E-01



7.87E-03 4.14E-01 6.29E-01



3.10E-03 4.37E-01 6.68E-01



2.78E-03 3.95E-01 6.02E-01



3.03E-03 4.52E-01 6.95E-01



2A 2B 2C



1.74E-01 5.33E-01 6.92E-01



1.82E-01 5.03E-01 6.67E-01



1.49E-01 3.67E-01 7.03E-01



1.34E-01 4.64E-01 6.33E-01



1.50E-01 5.31E-01 7.32E-01



3A 3B 3C



4.17E-01 6.47E-01 7.36E-01



4.10E-01 6.28E-01 7.26E-01



3.96E-01 6.48E-01 7.64E-01



3.58E-01 5.84E-01 6.89E-01



4.09E-01 6.73E-01 8.00E-01



A



7.39E-01



7.26E-01



7.70E-01



6.95E-01



8.08E-01



4B



7.47E-01



7.38E-01



7.82E-01



7.05E-01



8.21E-01



4C



7.57E-01



7.56E-01



8.02E-01



7.24E-01



8.45E-01



___________________________________________________________________ III. Monte Carlo Simulation (MCNP Code) -3
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The universe was divided into two half spaces, air (1.24E-3 g cm ) and ground (1.35 g cm- ). Radiation doses to a cylindrical phantom (1.0 g cm-3) 20 cm in radius, 200 cm tall (z-axis), with an elemental composition of a standard man5 were calculated. The phantom was placed on the ground at the center of the coordinate system. The air space around the phantom was divided into 6 co-axial cylindrical spaces. The radius of the outer space was 5.0E6 cm. The radioactive material was uniformly distributed into a cylindrical source space, above or around the phantom.
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The average dose rate was calculated from the energy deposited in the phantom for the following gamma energies (keV): 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000. Dose Rate Table 2 lists dose rate (rad/day per µCi/g) as a function of energy from immersion in a monoenergetic gamma emitter, homogeneously distributed in a semi-infinite plume. These dose rates are comparable to those reported by Dillman6. Table 2. Semi-infinite Gamma Radiation Dose Rate (rad/day per µCi/g) Energy



Dose Rate



Dose Rate*



_____________________________________________________



50 100 200 500 1000 1500 2000



1.14 2.40 5.21 10.32 24.34 29.58 43.60



1.28 2.56 5.11 12.80 25.60 38.30 51.10



_____________________________________________________ * Dillman, 1974



Dose conversion factors at a tissue depth of 1000 µm are listed in Table 3, calculated using the semi-finite plume. Skin dose conversion factors, calculated for depth of 70 µm, using a semiinfinite plume model, were reported by EPA7. These data are comparable, although the two tissue depths are not the same.



Table 3. Dose rate (rad/day per cm per µCi/g) ______________________________________________________________



Energy (keV)



Dose Rate



Dose Rate (EPA)



______________________________________________________________



50 100 200 500 1000 1500 2000



0.80 2.00 4.62 8.67 20.45 26.89 40.68



0.89 2.11 4.36 11.00 22.28 ----46.14



_____________________________________________________



Dose rate as a function of energy from the semi-infinite model and two finite plume models are shown in Figure 2. The dose rate from the finite plume model were calculated at a tissue depth of 1000 µm. The finite plume lower boundary was placed symmetrically above the phantom either at 10 cm or 5000 cm.
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Dose rate at a depth of 1000 µm from 133Xe, 135Xe, 131I, 134Cs, and 137Cs for the 2 finite plumes are tabulated in Table 4. The dose rates were also normalized to the dose rate calculated using the semi-infinite model.



Dose Rate( rad/d per mic-Ci/g)



Finite Plume Simulation



10.0



1.0



0.1



0



500



1000 1500 Energy (keV)



2000



SEMINF FIVE TEN



2500



Figure 2. Dose Rate Factors as a Function of Gamma Radiation Energy for a Semi-Infinite Plume (SEMINF) and Two Finite Plumes at 10 cm (TEN) and 50000 cm (FIVE). Table 4. Semi-Infinite, Finite-Plume Gamma Radiation Dose Rate* (rad/day per µCi/g) at Depth of 1000µm, and Relative Dose Rate (%) Normalized to the Semi-Infinite Gamma Dose Rate ___________________________________________________________________________________________________



Semi-infinite Energy



10 cm Dose Rate



50 m Relative



Dose Rate



Relative



___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 133



Xe



0.73



0.175



23.93



0.161



22.06



135



0.45



0.143



31.91



0.07



14.82



131



0.31



0.098



31.91



0.045



14.82



134



9.39



4.849



51.91



3.175



33.81



137



13.27



4.234



31.91



1.966



14.82



Xe I Cs Cs



___________________________________________________________________________________________________



* None of the daughters was included. Discussion External dose significantly contributes to the total dose from the early phases of a nuclear reactor accident. The dynamics of mixing of the effluents into atmosphere is complex and affected by the
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thermal and kinetic energies of the release, the physical structure of the reactor complex, topography, and canopy. At long distances from the reactor, the plume could be homogeneously mixed within a turbulent atmosphere. At closer distances to the reactor, the dimensions of the plume are relatively small and within one mean free path for photons of less than 100 keV energy.



External Doses were calculated using SkyDose and MCNP computer codes. The Monte Carlo



simulation was based on a homogeneous distribution of effluents into a finite and semi-infinite atmospheres; whereas, SkyDose calculations was based on a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution. Monte Carlo simulation using Gaussian distribution will be reported elsewhere.



Figure 1 shows dose distribution from a finite plume. The dose distribution from a semi-infinite plume would be constant, regardless of location. External doses from finite plume are less than the doses from a semi-infinite plume (Figure 2). Finite plume dose factors for stable atmospheric conditions, i.e. small s y and s z, are significantly smaller than semi-infinite dose conversion factors. At distances greater than 10 km to the site of the release, the doses calculated using semi-infinite plume and finite plume models would become statistically comparable. Acknowledgement The author expresses his appreciation to Sheryl Roethlinger and Thomas Bellinger (Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety) and Jo Ann Momeni (M&A) for their comments and review of this paper. References 1. D.C. Kocher, "Dose-Rate Conversion Factors For External Exposure to Photons and Electron Radiation From Radionuclides Occurring in Routine Releases From Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facilities", Health Physics 38:4,543-621, (1980).
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